Quasi-experimental design for external control arm studies alongside single arm trials for regulatory purposes
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Abstract – To accelerate new drug, biologic, and medical device development and to improve efficiency of delivery of the latest breakthroughs of innovative, life-saving treatments to millions of patients, single-arm trial (SAT) applications of rare diseases or conditions supplemented by their external control arm (ECA) evidence for regulatory approvals have been surging since 2016. However, there have been increasing concerns over potential biases threatening the internal validity of these applications from regulatory authorities, payers, and research community. There are two main sources of potential biases. The first source is heterogeneity between two arms at the level of patients, and the second one at the level of systems (e.g., two entirely different sets of hospitals from which patients in a SAT and patients in an ECA are drawn separately). The currently commonly used study design is a post-intervention measurement only design that though mitigating the first source of bias, is utterly unable to control for the second one. This perspective article will propose a quasi-experimental design as an alternative that may mitigate the second source of bias, aiming to improve the internal validity of SAT and ECA studies. We will start summarizing the two main sources of biases that may impede the causal inference of these studies. Two approved therapies supported by SAT and ECA studies will be used as an example to illustrate these biases in detail. We will then introduce the intuition of the quasi-experimental design, underlying assumptions and data requirements, and empirical strategies for estimating interventional effects. We will conclude this article by discussing caveats of applying this alternative design for SAT and ECA studies.
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Background

Single-arm trial (SAT) applications supplemented by evidence from their accompanied external control arm (ECA) studies for regulatory approvals have been surging since the passage of the 21st Century Cures Act of 2016, part of which was to help accelerate new drug, biologic, and medical device development and improve efficiency of delivery of the breakthroughs of innovative, life-saving treatments to millions of patients [1, 2]. Specifically, a SAT alongside an ECA (SAT/ECA) study has been deemed necessarily for investigating efficacy and safety of an intervention for treating rare diseases or conditions of which adequacy sample size is unattainable for a randomized controlled trial (RCT), or from which patients are inflicted tremendous suffering because of lack of effective treatments in the current practice.

However, applications of SAT/ECA studies for regulatory purposes have been controversial. While RCTs remain as the gold standard for examining a cause-effect relationship for regulatory approvals, comparative evidence from SAT/ECA studies is subject to potential biases that may impede causal inference [1, 3]. The study design currently, commonly adopted in almost all SAT/ECA studies is a head-to-head comparison using a post-intervention measurement only design. (A SAT and an ECA, in the absence of a RCT, are non-equivalent or unbalanced.) As a result, this design may suffer potential threats to its internal validity (see a summary in Table 1). To preserve the scientific rigors of SAT/ECA studies, regulatory authorities, including U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), European Medicines Agency (EMA), and Chinese National Medical Products Administration (NMPA) have clarified their standards and issued guidance on use of real-world data for SAT/ECA studies [4–6].

Using two approved therapies partially supported by two SAT/ECA studies as an example, this perspective article will firstly identify the two main sources of potential biases in these two studies, both of which employed a post-intervention measurement only design. We will then propose a quasi-experimental design as an alternative that will mitigate one of the two sources of biases. In the end, we will discuss caveats of using this alternative design for SAT/ECA studies.
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Comparison of two study designs

Post-intervention measurement only design

This design incorporates a non-equivalent standard-of-care (SoC) ECA into an interventional SAT. A straightforward, yet naïve, estimate of an effect (Δ) of this intervention with or without adjustment for patient-level covariates may be potentially biased, shown in scenario A (Figure 1A). The biases may come from heterogeneity between the two arms at the patient and/or system level (Table 1). Most statistical efforts for mitigating biases in this design focus on adjustment for patient-level heterogeneity. However, this design does not allow for any meaningful adjustment for system-level heterogeneity.

We discuss here three scenarios (Figures 1B–1D) in which no bias or biases of the naïve effect estimated in Figure 1A may occur. Assume a cancer ECA/SAT study in which (1) the patient-level heterogeneity is well adjusted, (2) the endpoints of interest prior to the intervention such as complete response (CR) in the SoC are hypothetically known to both arms, and (3) the system-level differences between the two arms would have remained time-invariant (or unchanged over the entire pre/post-intervention period) if the intervention had been absent. (Note that the unit of analysis is a patient, meaning that there is no repeated measurement at the patient level.) The degree of bias may highly depend on potential differences in pre-intervention measurement of CR in the SoC between the two arms. In Figure 1B, there is likely no bias because the prior CR rates between the SAT and ECA were the same. In Figures 1C and 1D, however, the naïve effect (Δ) in Figure 1A would be subject to biases at the system level largely because the prior CR rates presumably differed.

Axicabtagene ciloleucel and tisagenlecleucel, an autologous chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T-cell therapy, were approved for relapsed or refractory diffuse large B-cell lymphoma after two or more prior lines of therapy. The approvals for the CAR-T products were primarily based on the evidence from the SAT/ECTA studies [7–10]. Two corresponding ECA studies were used as supplemental comparative effectiveness evidence for their regulatory approvals, both of which applied a post-intervention measurement only design [9, 10]. Table 2 briefly summarizes the two SAT/ECTA studies, the strategies for mitigating biases at the patient-level, and potential residual confounding biases. Using the tisagenlecleucel as an example, the observed endpoints of the ECA patients drawn from the LYSARC could have been drastically different from those of the SAT patients drawn from non-LYSARC in the absence in a RCT. As purposely illustrated in Figures 1C and 1D, the reported efficacy could potentially be under/over-estimated without taking account of time-invariant differences in effectiveness between the two arms prior to the intervention.

Quasi-experimental design

This alternative design is to eliminate any biases as a result of time-invariant system-level differences that cannot be controlled in the post-intervention measurement only design. Though it may be novel to SAT/ECTA studies, this design has been widely used in healthcare evaluation studies to adjust for time-invariant differences between interventions and controls [11–13].

Compared to a post-intervention measurement only design, this design (or pre/post-intervention measurement with a non-equivalent control group) incorporates pre-intervention measurement to SAT/ECTA studies, similarly showed in Figures 1B–1D [14]. The intuition of this design is that the pre-intervention differences in outcomes of SoC between the two arms (or systems) are appropriate estimates of what the post differences in the outcomes of intervention vs. SoC would have been if the intervention had not occurred. (A visualized justification for a quasi-experimental design in SAT/ECTA studies is introduced in Video 1.) Table 3 summarizes assumptions and data requirements for a quasi-experimental design. In addition, we generally assume high quality of data (e.g., consistent measurement and non-missingness) used for the SAT/ECT studies as a priori.

Empirical estimation strategies include unadjusted or adjusted approaches, using a difference-in-differences (DD) specification [14]. An unadjusted estimate of the intervention effects (Δ) is illustrated in Table 4. Multivariable regression models may be used for additional adjustment. A modeling specification may be considered as follows: regress an outcome...
(e.g., binary CR) on (1) an interaction term of pre/post time period dummy and SAT/ECA dummy (of key interest that captures the intervention effect), (2) patient-level characteristics, (3) system-level time-varying characteristics (e.g., changes in practice experience) if available, (4) SAT/ECA dummy (i.e., controlling for all time-invariant system-level heterogeneity), and (5) pre/post time period dummy (i.e., controlling for secular trends affecting SAT and ECA patients similarly).

Table 2. Two approved CAR-T therapies using SAT/ECA studies for relapsed or refractory diffuse large B-cell lymphoma with ≥2 prior lines of therapy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Therapy</th>
<th>SAT Study</th>
<th>ECA Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Axicabtagene ciloleucel</td>
<td>ZUMA-1 study</td>
<td>SCHOLAR-1 study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(n = 101) [6]</td>
<td>(n = 636) [8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tisagenlecleucel</td>
<td>JULIET study</td>
<td>CORAL study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(n = 115) [7]</td>
<td>(n = 297) [9]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observational cohorts from two large medical centers and participants of two previous phase-III RCTs. Observational cohorts from the Lymphoma Academic Research Organization (LYSARC) in France.

Key endpoints: Complete response, overall response, progression events, and overall survival.

Bias mitigation: Multivariable regression including propensity score analysis. Sensitivity analysis of definition of SoC.

Residual confounding biases

Patient-level: Unable to control time trends due to use of a historical ECA. Concern over unobserved confounders. Non-random missingness in ECAs.

System-level: Unable to adjust because of use of the post-intervention measurement only design.

CAR-T: chimeric antigen receptor T-cell; SAT: single arm trial; ECA: external control arm; SoC: standard-of-care.
In the tisagenlecleucel SAT/ECA study shown in Table 2, the investigators would have adopted a quasi-experimental design in practice. They may use four groups of patients instead of two by collecting two additional sets of endpoints along with corresponding covariates, one for each of the two arms, during the pre-intervention period. The resulting estimated effects in the DD specification could alleviate the regulatory concern over any potential system-level, time-invariant biases arising from the post-intervention measurement only design.

Discussion

A quasi-experimental design that has been commonly applied to evaluate health policies and large-scale population-level interventions may also potentially strengthen the internal validity of SAT/ECA studies, compared to a post-intervention measurement only design. This design is especially useful in eliminating time-invariant heterogeneity at the system level, concerned by regulatory authorities, payers, and research community.

However, readers need to be aware of some limitations in applications of this design. Firstly, this design is still subject to biases, compared to a well-designed and executed RCT. For example, unobserved patient-level as well as time-varying system-level confounders may lead to biased estimates, and secular trends (e.g., cross-system changes in clinical guideline or reimbursement policies) that affect a SAT and an ECA differently may also introduce additional biases. Second, significantly more resources may be required to apply a quasi-experimental design to conduct SAT/ECA studies largely because of the requirement for increased sample size and of more complicated statistical analysis (e.g., estimates of the interaction terms). While the increased costs of a quasi-experimental design could be a constraint to many SAT/ECA studies, it may be a good practice to at least perform some unadjusted comparisons of key effectiveness outcomes and prognostic risk factors between the two arms prior to interventions. This type of ad hoc comparisons may provide trial sponsors and decision makers with additional insights of likelihood and magnitude of potential biases from a post-intervention measurement only design.

As SAT/ECA studies have become integral part of new drug, biologic, and device applications for regulatory approvals, the quasi-experimental design, an alternative to a post-intervention measurement only design, should be considered to strengthen the scientific rigor of future SAT/ECA studies.

**Table 3. Assumptions and data requirements for quasi-experimental design.**

**Assumptions**

– Underlying differences among systems from which patients of SAT/ECA studies are drawn remain unchanged over time.
– Any secular changes (e.g., clinical guidelines) over time affect the SATs and ECAs similarly.

**Data requirements**

– The systems from which SAT patients are drawn are different from those from which ECA patients are drawn; patients drawn within-system prior to and post intervention were different patients.
– Similar (if not identical) eligibility criteria (e.g., prognostic risk factors) are applicable to all patients.
– Except the SAT group, all information on the other 3 groups (i.e., the ECA with post-intervention measurement, ECA with pre-intervention measurement, and SAT with pre-intervention measurement) is extracted retrospectively via chart reviews.
– Concurrent timing (i.e., the pre-intervention period is similar between a SAT and an ECA; so is the post-intervention period).

**Table 4. Illustration of quasi-experimental design with DD specification for estimating intervention effect (Δ) in a cancer study.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-intervention period</th>
<th>Post-intervention period</th>
<th>DD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAT at the system level</td>
<td>CR₁₀</td>
<td>CR₁₁</td>
<td>Δ₁ = CR₁₁ - CR₁₀</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECA at the system level</td>
<td>CR₀₀</td>
<td>CR₀₁</td>
<td>Δ₀ = CR₁₀ - CR₀₀</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st difference</td>
<td>Δ₀ = CR₁₀ - CR₀₀</td>
<td>Δ₁ = CR₁₁ - CR₀₁</td>
<td>Δ = Δ₁ - Δ₀</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SAT: single arm trial; ECA: external control arm; CR: (average) complete response (0/1); DD: difference-in-differences.
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